Product data onboarding specialist
International
Function and key activities
itsme is redesigning its processes from a future minded and customer centric point of view. This results in
internationalizing and centralizing the onboarding and maintenance of product data. Therefore we introduce a
new function known as the product data onboarding specialist. In this role you are responsible for obtaining the
right, up-to-date and complete product information for all the suppliers of the itsme group. Based on this
information our customers should have the best product data available based on rich product information and
assets, which enables them to succeed in their core business.












You are responsible for, and therefore manage, the total process of obtaining product data from
suppliers;
Your focus is on the core brands within the core product groups;
Initially the priority for obtaining product data will be set based on the needs of our customers and the
resulting marketing initiatives;
Find the right contact person and set up meetings to convince and contract international suppliers and/or
manufacturers regarding the completeness and the quality of the data they supply;
You are responsible of harmonizing the onboarding process of data;
You will identify and solve possible onboarding bottlenecks;
Initial check of the received data on correctness and completeness. And co-act with the suppliers to reach
the required standard for data onboarding in order to enable the Product Information Team to efficiently
process and maintain product data;
Continuously analyze, optimize and harmonize the onboarding process of product data;
Your aim is to give itsme a competitive advantage resulting from the continuous enrichment of the
product data;
Pro-active development based on new technical possibilities (such as shop-in-shop configurators);
Open mind for additional data driven services/opportunities.

Experiences and competences
 Bachelor degree in for example Business and IT Management
 Several years of relevant experience in data management
 Experience within and/or affinity with the OEM and/or MRO technical and/or electro technical B2B
environment
 Excellent English and German skills
 Strong feeling of responsibility
 Good communication skills
 Result-oriented
 Perseverance
 Think outside the box
 Analytical

About itsme
The international industrial suppliers group itsme focuses on industrial end-users, mechanical engineers, panel
builders and technical installers. itsme is an abbreviation of Industrial Technology and Supply for Mechanical and
Electrical and consists of companies which have a proven track record as reliable advisors for distribution
partners. The itsme group is based in 5 different countries; The Netherlands, Germany, Romania, Belgium and
Spain. The itsme group of companies distinguishes itself in that it’s operating companies optimally support their
customers in their success through advice in technological innovation and by initiate and implement business
process improvements. For more information, visit our website: www.itsme.eu.
We offer
In addition to a pleasant, transparent working atmosphere we offer good primary and secondary terms of
employment. For this position a company car, telephone and notebook are placed at your disposal.
Apply?
Are you interested in this position? Send your resume with motivation to hr@itsme.eu

